We prove that if R is a commutative Noetherian ring, then every countably generated flat R-module is quite flat, i.e., a direct summand of a transfinite extension of localizations of R in countable multiplicative subsets. We also show that if the spectrum of R is of cardinality less than κ, where κ is an uncountable regular cardinal, then every flat R-module is a transfinite extension of flat modules with less than κ generators. This provides an alternative proof of the fact that over a commutative Noetherian ring with countable spectrum, all flat modules are quite flat.
Introduction
Over any ring, the Govorov-Lazard Theorem provides a description of flat modules as direct limits of finitely generated free modules. However, this description, while sometimes useful, does not give much insight into the properties of flat modules; for example, for the ring of integers, the theorem says that every torsion-free abelian group is the direct limit of finitely generated free abelian groups, which is clear from the fact that finitely generated subgroups of torsion-free groups are free. However, a more informative description of torsion-free groups is available, going back to Trlifaj [6] with a generalization due to Bazzoni-Salce [2] (see the beginning of the introduction to [5] ). So one wishes, and sometimes can have, a more precise description of flat modules.
The descriptions of classes of modules (in particular, flat modules) that we have in mind are formulated in terms of transfinite extensions. Recall that if C is a class of R-modules, then an R-module M is a transfinite extension of modules from C if there is a well-ordered chain of submodules of M , (M α | α ≤ σ), such that M 0 = 0, M σ = M , M α = β<α M β for every limit ordinal α, and for every α < σ, M α+1 /M α is isomorphic to an element of C. We also say that M is C-filtered in that case.
In particular, the class of quite flat modules over a commutative ring was defined in the paper [5] as follows. We say that an R-module C is almost cotorsion if Ext 1 R (S −1 R, C) = 0 for all (at most) countable multiplicative subsets S ⊆ R. An R-module F is said to be quite flat if Ext 1 R (F, C) = 0 for all almost cotorsion R-modules C. By [4, Corollary 6.14] , this means that quite flat modules are precisely the direct summands of transfinite extensions of modules of the form S −1 R, where S is a countable multiplicative subset of R.
It was shown in [5] that all flat modules over a commutative Noetherian ring with a countable spectrum are quite flat. In this paper we prove the following generalization of this result: For any commutative Noetherian ring, any countably generated flat module is quite flat. Then we offer an alternative proof of the mentioned theorem from [5] , by explaining how to deduce the description of arbitrary flat modules over a commutative Noetherian ring with countable spectrum from the description of countably generated flat modules.
To be more specific, the theorem that all countably generated flat modules over a commutative Noetherian ring are quite flat is proved in Section 2. In Section 3 we work more generally with a commutative Noetherian ring R whose spectrum has cardinality smaller than κ, where κ is a regular uncountable cardinal. In this setting, we prove that every flat R-module is a transfinite extension of < κ-generated flat R-modules.
Quite flatness of countably generated flat modules
In this section we prove the main result promised in the title of the paper. There are two main ingredients: Firstly, there is the "Main Lemma" from [5] , which makes it possible to check whether a module is quite flat by reducing the question to rings of smaller Krull dimension. We recall the statement for the convenience of the reader. The second ingredient is a lemma ensuring that there is always a suitable countable multiplicative subset to be used in Lemma 2.1. Before formulating the lemma, we prove a proposition, which holds even for non-Noetherian commutative rings. Proposition 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring and F a countably presented flat R-module. Let T ⊆ R be a multiplicative subset such that T −1 F is a projective T −1 R-module. Then there is a countable multiplicative subset S ⊆ T such that
Proof. It is a standard fact that countably presented flat modules have projective dimension at most one. Furthermore, by [4, Corollary 2.23], F is the cokernel of a monomorphism between countable-rank free R-modules; let f :
The maps T −1 f and g, being maps between free modules, can be represented by column-finite matrices of countable size of elements of T −1 R (provided we view the elements of free modules as column vectors); denote by A and B the corresponding matrices, respectively, and let E be the identity matrix of countable size. Then AB − E = 0, a matrix equation which translates into countably many equations in T −1 R. Every such equation becomes a valid equation in R after multiplying by an appropriate element of T ; pick such an element for each of the equations and let V ⊆ T be the set of all these elements. Further, let D ⊆ T be the set of all denominators appearing in the entries of the matrix B.
Both V and D are countable sets, therefore the multiplicative subset S ⊆ R generated by V ∪ D is countable, too. As D ⊆ S, the entries of B are naturally elements of S −1 R and since V ⊆ S, the matrix equation AB −E = 0 holds in S −1 R, too. Hence B defines a splitting of the monomorphism S −1 f :
Lemma 2.3. Let R be a Noetherian commutative ring and F a countably generated flat module. Then there is a countable multiplicative subset S ⊆ R such that S ∩q = ∅ for every minimal prime ideal q of R and S −1 F is a projective S −1 R-module.
Proof. Let q 1 , . . . , q k be the minimal prime ideals of R and put T = R\(q 1 ∪· · ·∪q k ). Then T is a multiplicative subset intersecting all but the minimal primes of R, hence
Since R is Noetherian, every countably generated module is countably presented, so, by Proposition 2.2, there is a countable multiplicative subset S ⊆ T such that S −1 F is a projective S −1 R-module. Finally, the inclusion S ⊆ T implies S ∩ q = ∅ for every minimal prime q by the choice of T .
We are now ready to prove the main result. Proof. The strategy, "Noetherian induction", is borrowed from the proof of [5, Theorem 1.17] . Assume that F 0 = F is a countably generated flat module which is not quite flat. By Lemma 2.3, there is a countable multiplicative subset S 0 not intersecting the minimal primes of R 0 = R and such that S −1
The ring R 1 = R 0 /s 0 R 0 is a Noetherian commutative ring and by Lemma 2.3, we again obtain a multiplicative subset S 1 ⊆ R 1 with analogous properties with respect to the ring R 1 and the R 1 -module
Denote bys n ∈ R any preimage of s n ∈ R n for every n ∈ N 0 and let I n be the ideal generated bys 0 , . . . ,s n . Since each s n is picked from S n , which avoids the minimal primes of R n , the chain of ideals I 0 , I 1 , . . . is strictly increasing, which contradicts Noetherianity of R. We conclude that F is a quite flat R-module. 
Rings with bounded cardinality of spectrum
Let R be a Noetherian commutative ring with countable spectrum; then, by [5, Theorem 1.17], all flat R-modules are quite flat. In particular, all flat R-modules are transfinite extensions of countably generated flat modules. This result can be proved directly, which we are going to do now.
The following lemma is standard and holds also in the non-commutative case once the obvious alterations are made. We spell it out so we can refer to it easily. Proof. If the inclusion of M into F is pure, then it stays injective after tensoring with any R-module, in particular with R/I.
On the other hand, since F is flat, M is a pure submodule if and only if the factormodule C = F/M is flat, i.e., Tor R 1 (C, A) = 0 for every R-module A. However, the vanishing of Tor is preserved by transfinite extensions, and since every R-module is a transfinite extension of cyclic modules, it suffices to verify that Tor R 1 (C, R/I) = 0 for every ideal of R. Moreover, since every ideal is the directed union of its finitely generated ideals, every cyclic module is the direct limit of modules of the form R/I for I finitely generated, and since Tor commutes with direct limits, we see that it is enough to test that Tor R 1 (C, R/I) = 0 for every finitely generated ideal of R. Since If R is a Noetherian ring, then every module is a transfinite extension of modules of the form R/p, where p is a prime ideal of R. Therefore it suffices to check only that Tor R 1 (C, R/p) = 0 and the argument concludes in the same way. If F is not flat, Lemma 3.2 (even its weaker form) is no longer valid even in the Noetherian case, which we are most interested in: Example 3.3. Let k be a field, k[x, y] the ring of polynomials in two variables and R = k[x, y]/(x 2 , xy, y 2 ). We will denote the cosets of x and y in R again by x and y for simplicity. Let F be a k-vector space with five-element basis {a, b, s, t, e}, on which we define the actions of x and y as follows: xs = ys = 0, xt = yt = 0, xa = s, ya = t, xb = t, yb = 0, xe = s, ye = 0; it is easy to see that this makes F an R-module. Furthermore, the k-subspace generated by {a, b, s, t} is an R-submodule of F , which we denote by M . We claim that IM = IF ∩ M for every ideal I of R, but M is not pure in F .
Firstly, observe that F/M is the simple R-module on which x and y act by zero. Since
x(αa + βb + εe) = (α + ε)s + βt, y(αa + βb + εe) = αt for α, β, ε ∈ k, the only k-linear combination of a, b, e annihilated by both x and y is the trivial one. Therefore k-linear combinations of s and t are the only elements of F killed by both x and y. We conclude that there is no section of the R-module projection F → F/M , hence M is not a direct summand and consequently, not a pure submodule of F .
Secondly, note that whenever I is an ideal of R such that I ⊆ (y), then s ∈ IM : Either I contains an element i with a non-zero absolute term, in which case is = s, or I ⊆ (x, y). In the latter case, there are u, v ∈ k, u = 0 such that ux + vy ∈ I; then one can find α, β ∈ k such that (ux + vy)(αa + βb) = s by solving a system of two linear equations with regular matrix. Now let i 1 , . . . , i n ∈ I, m 1 , . . . , m n ∈ M and ε 1 , . . . , ε n ∈ k; a typical element q of IF is of the form q = i 1 (m 1 + ε 1 e) + · · · + i n (m n + ε n e).
The element r = (i 1 ε 1 + · · · + i n ε n )e is a linear combination of s and e; for q to be in IF ∩ M , r must be a multiple of s, therefore r ∈ IM by the discussion above. Since i 1 m 1 + · · · + i n m n ∈ IM , we conclude that q ∈ IM as desired.
Finally, if an ideal I satisfies I ⊆ (y), then IM = IF and we are done.
Let κ be a cardinal. We say that a commutative ring R is < κ-Noetherian if every ideal of I is < κ-generated. Note that by [4, Lemma 6 .31], every < κ-generated module over a < κ-Noetherian ring is < κ-presented; in particular, submodules of < κ-generated modules are < κ-generated. Proof. Let X 0 = X. Denote by M 0 the submodule of F generated by X 0 ; this is a < κ-generated module. Since R is < κ-Noetherian, the submodule IF ∩ M 0 of M 0 is < κ-generated, too; let Y 0 be a set of cardinality < κ generating this module. Every y ∈ Y 0 can be written as y = p 1 y 1 + · · · + p n y n , where p i ∈ I and y i ∈ F for i = 1, . . . , n. Gathering these y i 's for all y ∈ Y 0 , we obtain a subset Z 0 ⊆ F of cardinality < κ. By the construction, the submodule M 1 ⊆ F generated by X 0 ∪ Z 0 has the property IF ∩ M 0 ⊆ IM 1 . Now repeat this procedure, starting with the set X 1 = X 0 ∪ Z 0 of cardinality < κ, obtaining a subset Z 1 ⊆ F of cardinality < κ. Continuing in this fashion, i.e., repeating the procedure with X i+1 = X i ∪ Z i , we obtain an N 0 -indexed chain X 0 ⊆ X 1 ⊆ X 2 ⊆ . . . of subsets of F of cardinality < κ; let X be its union. Note that the cardinality of X is less than κ, since κ is uncountable and regular. We claim that the submodule M ⊆ F generated by X has the desired property: This is because M = n∈N0 M n and Proof. We prove the lemma by "iterating Lemma 3.4 sufficiently many times" for each prime ideal of R. More precisely, let λ be the cardinality of the spectrum of R and let ψ : λ → λ be a surjective function such that for each ordinal α < λ, the preimage ψ −1 (α) is unbounded in λ. Also let {p α | α < λ} be the spectrum of R. Finally, put M 0 = 0. Now starting with X 0 = X, apply Lemma 3.4 with I = p ψ(0) to get < κgenerated submodule M 1 ⊆ F such that X 0 ⊆ M 1 and p ψ(0) M 1 = p ψ(0) F ∩ M 1 . More generally, for every α < λ, if M α is constructed, let M α+1 be the result of applying Lemma 3.4 with the prime ideal p ψ(α) and with a generating set of M α of cardinality < κ. For every limit ordinal α < λ, let M α = β<α M β ; since κ is regular, this keeps M α < κ-generated for each α < λ.
Put M = β<λ M β . Since λ < κ, M is < κ-generated. Moreover, by the choice of ψ, for every γ < λ, M is the union of those M α+1 for which ψ(α) = γ. Therefore, for every γ < λ,
We conclude that pM = pF ∩ M holds for every prime p as desired, which by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 means that M is a pure submodule of F .
Note that in the case κ = ℵ 1 , the lemma can be proved using already known results: Knowing that all flat modules are quite flat in this case [ Remark 3.6. Let us comment here on the overall situation concerning "purifications": It is a standard fact that for a ring of cardinality λ, every R-module F and subset X ⊆ F of cardinality at most λ, there is a pure submodule M ⊆ F of cardinality at most λ containing X; see e.g. [4, Lemma 2.25(a)]. Lemma 3.5 shows that when R is commutative Noetherian and F is flat, then instead of the cardinality of the ring, one can take a potentially sharper bound, the cardinality of the spectrum (which, for infinite Noetherian rings, cannot exceed the cardinality of the ring). This is thanks to Lemma 3.2. Example 3.3 shows that when enlarging arbitrary submodules of non-flat modules to pure submodules, one has to add more than just "divisors", in particular, one cannot rely on Lemma 3.2. However, we do not know whether Lemma 3.5 holds for non-flat modules over commutative Noetherian rings or not.
We are now ready to prove the improved deconstructibility of flat modules. Theorem 3.7. Let R be a Noetherian commutative ring with spectrum of cardinality less than κ, where κ is an uncountable regular cardinal. Then every flat module is a transfinite extension of < κ-generated flat modules.
Proof. This is quite standard: Let F be a flat module; we are going to build a filtration of F by pure submodules such that the consecutive factors are < κgenerated. Let F 0 = 0. For every ordinal α, pick x ∈ F \ F α (if it exists, otherwise the construction is finished) and let M be the < κ-generated pure submodule of the flat module F/F α containing x + F α ; this exists thanks to Lemma 3.5. Further let F α+1 be the preimage of M in the map F → F/F α ; then F α+1 is a pure submodule of F containing x and F α+1 /F α ∼ = M is < κ-generated. For every limit ordinal α, put F α = β<α F β . This way we exhaust the module F as desired.
Finally, as a special case, we obtain a new proof of [5, Theorem 1.17]: 
